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Broadwayay
Sitting in again broke, 

Got no dollar to spend watching the same old same old same old 
but I can’t go to bed bro,

Staring through the telly wandering how long it’s going to take 
before I bake the cake and eat it,

War on terror, Return To Forever got to buy some music 
before I don’t go insane,

A ten grand loan overdraft no birds no gigs need to sought some dough,

I can’t sit still, with places to go,
So I lend a tenna from my bro who’s sitting there across the room,

Mouth wide open in a cloud of smoke,
He says he’s coming too now he’s bored of channel zero,

Bright lights, small city.

So I suppose the only place worth going is Broad Street then?
Alright lads, back again, nice to see some faces never change,

What you drinking?
Harlem Mugger, but don’t ask him he’ll charge you.
Lean up the bar roll a fag looking round in disgust.

Alright mate, how’s the music going?
Yeah great cheers thanks, sorry mate but I’m busting for a 

A Mugger soon reaches my hands, feel like I want to, dance,
The floor’s looking bleak with a lack of long hair,

The only long hair I can see is followed by belly pussy, and a fair pair,
I can’t stand this   , wandering what I’m doing here    it, 

have another, and another,
And one more so the flab doesn’t seem so bad,

The clock strikes 2 and the lights turn on, 
I’m that far gone I think she’s turning me on so I drop a line 

and we make our way home.
Rolling about in the dark with more than my fair share,

I can’t take the weight of this girl I just want my own bed.

How Things Change

I once thought, we would spend,
The rest of our days together,

How things change, 
when you get to know each other,

I still can’t help, 
but wonder how Paris in April might have seemed,

Especially with you, I can only dream,

Tell me you once loved me,
Tell me the grass was green,

I can’t look at another girl,
They’re all a passing stream,

I once thought, we would spend,
The rest of our lives together,

How things change, 
when you get to know each other.

One Call

Your pinstripe may, be a classic look with your pink shirt,
Roll your sleeve to show your Rolex, 

Champagne wine, won’t give you class you got no girth,
You drive a Jag because your driven by money,

Take your wedding ring off so you can play,
You find it hard to taste some honey,

Whilst your wife’s at home getting laid.

What’s your most expensive champagne, Elaine?
I can’t remember, but please put it on my tab all the same,

What’s your most expensive champagne, Loraine?
I can’t remember, but please put it on my tab all the same.

Don’t talk, just flash your cash,
You think you walk the walk, but your style is crass,

It’s men like you that real women will pass,
But then there are a few, who will sell you there ass,

In a hotel room blind folded, where you’ll find release,
One call is all she was asking of you, but you said you were working 

late,
She’s on the floor with a man you once knew, 

who’s about to 

Come on and get your groove on, 
we’re gonna paint the town,

Don’t Say You Love Me

You left me when I needed you the most,
Now don’t bother me with this jealousy,
It was only love, and passion so purified,
I nearly lost my and yes we had a buzz,

But now you’re pleading to think twice about 
what’s yesterday,

I think I’ve had enough,
I tried to surrender to your ill confidence remember,

Yes I’ve had enough.

Now leave me now I feel so in control,
It’s taken months of tears feels like several years,
But now I hold my own, with passion so purified,
My love can’t be denied and yes I’ve got a buzz,

For the only thing that matters it’s not what’s yesterday,
I think I’ve had enough,

My music won’t surrender to your ill confidence remember,
Yes I’ve had enough.

Just leave, don’t say you love me,
No use in holding on to what now kills your soul,

Let me breath, please untie me now,
From this web of destruction now please go home.

Yo puedo vivir sin ti.

It’s Official

It’s official, 
we’ve been told we’re in the most controlled state, 

So superficial,

As if we need a back bench politician to tell us the full rate,
Of what’s in store when the government decides to initiate, 

A database,
 listing each one of us, do you know it’s too late,

Your credit cards the loan on your car they’ll all amalgamate,
Every detail no privacy your life is up to date.

You can only run, like a criminal,
It’s time to emigrate, there’s nothing now you can do don’t run 

and just take the bait,
Anti-terror creating laws they push through parliament,

Giving the public the impression of a need for disarmament,
Not on our side we are the good, the righteous embodiment,

A one track plan for the world we live don’t try to resist,
Make your money and buy your house, You cease to exist.

It’s official.

Same Old Story
It’s not my fault, you believe it’s something,

To be direct, gives no excuse for you to shout,
Early conversation, pushing the boundaries,

Hoping you will have, no doubt.
Though I know, no strings gives motivation,

To take advantage, but emotion takes control,
This ain’t no love can’t you see we’re here again.

It’s the same old story.

Please don’t try and fool me with an image that 
suggests, no self doubt,

You know that love will find you, 
The need for sex is true but, not enough 

don’t scream and shout.
It always ends this way,

Self persuasion’s nothing new, you prey,
That every time you meet a man he’s going to 

give you what you want.

It’s the same old story. 

Il n’y a pas le temps,
L’amor n’existe pas degage s’il te plait,

C’est impossible si tu pense que tu peux vivre sens emotion.

It’s the same old story. 

You Push
It’s been a long time woman since I had my freedom,

I was a city boy that had no need for reason,
You gave me the impression of a life no season,

You offered me a lifestyle with no frills but listen,
A big country house and three children yes,

I was a Christian with all the things God bless,
I forgot about my roots and now I’m bored to death,

I want to leave this house don’t shout and save your breath.

Because you push, you push, you pushed me there,
Yes you push , you push, you pushed me there,

Because you push, you push, you pushed me there, oh no.

My mother brought me up to respect the woman that I love,
I feel guilty if I leave the kids and give them nothing that’s above,

An opportunity to survive with an education that’s in touch,
In this modern day society that’s got no heart for double Dutch,

Nevertheless I want to play and be the man that I once was,
You sucked me in but never could digest my spit and blood.

Because you push, you push, you pushed me there,
Yes you push, you push, you pushed me there,

Because you push, you push, you pushed me there, oh no.

Dopamine

My mind’s been doped, and I’ve lost all hope, but I can change,
This train of thought, that leads me down dark paths, 

Though I know it’s what I’ve not been taught,
I find the business I’m in, attractive,

Though the glamour of the girls, and the drugs kills me within,
I need prevention of, an adolescent lifestyle that’ll kill me 

if I can’t get off,

I can’t take no more, I’m going insane.

Coke, and weed, the drugs that make me think I can breathe  
but I just don’t need, Schizophrenia, a double personality  

that guides me to the things I love, like,
Being up all night, all night, 

Some see this as a reckless inhibition to rebel against the plight,

I can’t take no more, I’m going insane.

Of all those 9 to 5’s, praising my ambition,
Though they think that it’s too late for 1 Eye, 
Please don’t be jealous of, a mental instability 

that guides me to youth now off.

I can’t take no more, I’m going insane.

Dopamine or Dopamine.

I’ve Been Playin’ You

The sun’s beating down on the roof of my car,
My eyes are getting tired though my destination’s still far,

Because I’ve been thinking, thinking things over,
Making no sense of what’s now or what’s to come,

The fast lane’s too fast, the left lane’s too slow,
My head is over heating though the lights say go,

I need someone to talk to,
I’m sick of travelling alone,

The radio sucks and there’s no credit on my phone,
A sign flashes by it says tiredness can kill,

But sleep is not an option when you’re looking for 
the next thrill,

Won’t someone please recover me,
From the road to nowhere,

My body needs an overhaul and my map is not all there,
And now you know it’s true.

I know, you know, 
That I’ve been playin’ you, 

And now you know it’s true.

Surrogate Linda

You sit there, in my reflection,
Laughing while I smile at the weight of your beauty,

My hands run, across your curves,
As I realise that I’m far from Ipanema,

But don’t stop now, as she turns my apple over,
Teasing while I’m wheezing.

Tienes la culpa de esta sequia.

Whilst dripping my croissant in her coco,
She questions my moment of thought,

But I refuse to explain,
For she is to blame for the drought her  

presence has bought,
She takes my body over.

Tienes la culpa de esta sequia.

The waitress, returns with her tit bits,
As I stare at my Miss World.

Tienes la culpa de esta sequia. 
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Worries & Trouble
Worries and Trouble at de dance hall tonight,

1Eye gonna burn down de land,
Who come fe mash it man dem never stand a chance,

1Eye gonna burn down de land.

1 Eye, gonna burn down de land 
when we hit de dance hall and you can’t stop the crowd,

It’s alright, 
Let the energy flow cos it’s all about de music 

from the front to back row, 
It’s our time, 

I hope you start to understand that you can’t 
contest the rhythm and you can’t control the band,

So don’t try,
When we’ve come to mash it up if you want some 

inspiration then just pass me your damn cup.

Worries and Trouble  ....

Don’t shy, smoke up and jump to de band when the curtain goes up 
and you try to raise your hand,

Sometimes, when you’ve come to mash it up 
if you miss the encore best be at the bar to fill up,

It’s alright, 
you know that 1Eye understands no time for licky licky licky 

run a bar while you can,
J. Daniels, he wants to fill your glass up if you want some inspiration 

den just take a damn sup.

Worries and Trouble  ....
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Hugh Graham primarily spent his early years exploring the diverse musical styles of Africa 
and the Caribbean creating the rhythmic engine room to power the driving force of the 
Industry Records Collective.

His unique performance style is a blend of Afro-Cuban, Brazilian, Caribbean and West African 
disciplines, which Hugh weaves together crafting an eclectic fusion of black music. Hugh has also 
been influenced by many other genres of music having begun his career performing with indie 
band ‘The Chemists’ and funk band ‘Carvello’.

In 1990 he joined the Birmingham School of Samba, soon establishing himself as one of their 
key players by demonstrating his ability on a variety of Brazilian instruments. Rooted by the Rio 
Samba tradition, the group’s style was based on the ‘virado’ rhythm.

In 1993, Hugh along with three key members of the BSS reinvented themselves as the 
Birmingham Afro Bloc which went on to perform samba reggae and ‘maracatu’.  This move 
enabled Hugh to hone his skills as an arranger and workshop leader becoming one of the main 
authorities on Brazilian rhythm and styles within central England up to the present day.

By 1996, Hugh had an arsenal of instruments at his disposal performing on congas and djembe 
with African/Caribbean drum and vocal groups. He then moved on to join ‘Orquesta Huracan’ 
as the bongosero in 1998 performing Nuyorican salsa throughout the U.K. and abroad.

A few years later, Orquesta Huracan metamorphosised to become ‘Del Camino’ which had 
developed a more eclectic Latin sound. In order to accommodate these changes, Hugh returned 
to playing drum kit delivering conventional latin rhythms with an unconventional latin sound. This 
unique style attracted internationally acclaimed artists seeking Hugh’s individual style such as 
Coolio, Timmy Vegas and Nizlopi.

As one of the founding members of 1 Eye, Hugh has created an entirely original set up and 
sound, using stand – up timbales, bass drum, bell rack, cymbals and snare. Technically, this change 
would prove to be difficult for most drummers. However, holding a wealth of experience as both 
a percussionist and drummer, Industry Records has opened new and exciting doors for Hugh to 
experiment with manipulating musical genres and pushing the boundaries of improvisation. 

He is proud to have had an instrumental and pivotal role in creating “the 1 Eye some – tin style”. 

André´s career began playing classical piano at the tender age of 7. 
Influenced soon after by soul and pop, André started composing for 

his own band called Lucky in which he was lead singer playing 
alto sax and keys.

During his late teens, André studied under the direction of German blues 
maestro Milan Samko. He then moved on to study at the Conservatoire 

Weimar, Germany under the direction of the world famous pianist, 
Leonid Chizhik. Being immersed in a rich culture of music and personal 

development, André excelled to perform at the world renowned 
Semperoper Dresden. 

Soon after graduating from music school, André became an
Internationally recognisable musician appearing at established festivals 

and venues throughout Europe.

Now based in Birmingham André has helped to rejuvenate the 
Birmingham jazz scene drawing from his experiences working with 

accomplished international stars such as; Musical Youth, American vocalist 
Julie Dexter, Indian tabla player Savar Sabri, Slovenian vocalist Andrej Sifrer 

and renowned MOBO award winner Soweto Kinch.

André joined Industry Records in September 2006 and has injected his 
tasteful creativity and energetic performance style into the unique 

music cocktail.

Sasha started out playing sax in an acid jazz group called ´Crazy Love´ in the 
mid ´90´s. The band played a host of gigs throughout the UK and Europe. 
By 1998, he set up a Nuyorican Salsa orchestra called ‘Orquesta Huracan’. 
As the latin scene became ever more popular, the bands’ reputation went 
from strength to strength establishing itself as one of the leading salsa 
orchestras in the UK of that time.

By 2002, Sasha´s success with Orquesta Huracan as lead singer and musical 
director gave him the inspiration to establish an independent record label 
called Industry Records Ltd. By this time, the salsa orchestra had evolved to 
become ‘Del Camino’, an eclectic latin fusion orchestra.

A few years later, Sasha, along with four key members of Del Camino formed 
an originals group called 1 Eye. Within months, 1 Eye made it’s mark on 
the U.K.‘s up and coming music scene by head lining the 2007 UK Surface 
Unsigned Festival finals. The group have also supported UB40 as part of their 
2006 UK tour. 

Since 2005, Sasha has also been working on a studio based electro album 
with his brother, Andysax called Blood. This is an on going project also due for 
release in 2008.

Due to 1 Eye’s unique and unrivalled sound, Sasha is looking forward to the 
continuing success of 1 Eye and the Industry Records collective as a whole.

Helen Miller was born into a musical family playing piano at the age of 5. 
By the age of 11, Helen joined what later evolved to become the internationally 
acclaimed ‘Walsall Jazz Orchestra’ on trombone. During her time with WJO she 
recorded numerous albums, toured the USA, performed at the Royal Festival 
Hall and regularly appeared at the Montreux Jazz festival.

Her passion for music and live performance soon catapulted Helen into the 
professional world. At the age of 17 she was approached by Roy Wood to join 
his new collaboration ‘Roy Wood’s Army’. For the next 11 years, Helen had the 
pleasure of touring with Roy, performing at a long list of established venues and 
festivals such as the NEC, Symphony Hall, and Cropredy. She has also appeared 
on a host of television performances for the BBC, I.T.V. and Channel 4, including 
livesessions for Radio 1.

Helen has managed to perform with a wealth of world renowned artists when 
she has not been on the road. Some of these include; Nigel Kennedy, Rose Marie 
at the London Palladium, Jonny Dankworth, The Jools Holland big band, Brian 
May and Bob Geldof to name but a few.

Helen has had a stylistically diverse career, ranging from the big band scene and 
jazz quintets, to soul, pop and reggae. With such a broad musical back ground, 
Helen has found working with the Industry Records Collective a natural 
progression and is “looking forward to the future”.

AndySax has been playing Saxophone for almost 20 years. 

As a young teen he gained a wealth of experience playing with various 
Jazz Bands in the Birmingham area. By the time he graduated with a 
music degree in 1999, he was already active on the UK scene. In 1997 
AndySax joined forces with his brother Alek and set up a Salsa group 
called ‘Orquesta Huracan’. This outfit soon established a solid 
reputation in the UK. Venues played include Jazz cafe, Ronnie scott’s, 
The Royal Festival Hall, WOMAD and The Lowry (Manchester). 
This group was re-launched in 2003 as ‘Del Camino’ and has continued 
to perform across the UK/Europe playing more contemporary Latin styles. 
AndySax first started improvising over DJ sets in 2000.

DJ’s he has performed with include Norman Jay, Richard F, Sergio Flores, 
Bobby & Steve, Brandon Block, Hed Kandi and K-KLASS.

Artists he has recorded for, worked with or supported include UB40, 
Beverley Knight, Nizlopi, Lotek Hi-Fi and Soul Central (Timmy Vegas & 
Andy Ward). AndySax set up his own studio in 2003 and has since been 
writing/producing his 1st album. The album will be called ‘In The Corner’ 
and will be released in 2008 under artist name ‘Blood’. It will be released 
on his own label called Industry Records.

Since the age of 10, Sam Rogers has built up 23 years of experience playing the 
saxophone. At an early age, Sam achieved a solid grounding in jazz through his time 
with the Walsall and Midland Youth Jazz Orchestras. During his late teens, Sam had 
already established himself as one of the Midlands leading saxophonists attracting 
work from various international artists such as Roy G And The Dictionary Of Soul.

Never straying form his roots in jazz, Sam rejoined what became the award 
winning Walsall Jazz Orchestra to perform at the Montreaux Jazz Festival in the 
summer of ´99 along with the Tim Amann Xtet.

During his time in Switzerland, Sam was offered a scholarship to the Florida 
International University under the direction of Dr. Richard Dunscomb which he 
declined to tour with the QE2 Orchestra.

Whist travelling the world, Sam worked with widely renowned composers and 
performers such as Gerrard Kenny, Petula Clarke and Bonnie Langford. He also 
managed to juggle his time on the QE2 with mainland tours which included 
various arists such as; Jane Macdonald, Clem Curtis and The Foundations, 
Carlos Pena, Andy sheppard and Victor Mendosa.

On his return to the UK in 2005, Sam rejoined what became the Industry Records 
Collective; composing, performing and arranging for Del Camino, Bassing Music 
and 1 Eye. Having worked with some of the Industry Records team in the past, 
Sam is looking forward to “more madness and cool grooves!” 

Danny Preston’s musical career began in Wolverhampton at an early age playing 
piano.  At 16, he took a firm interest in playing the bass which soon secured him 
local gigs performing with soul and rock bands.

Danny went on to study jazz at Leeds School Of Music where he became a 
prominent figure on the city’s jazz and funk scene. During his time in Leeds, 
he also received an invitation by the International Association Of Jazz Education 
to perform with local jazz orchestras in both New York and New Orleans.

In 2002, Danny joined the QE2 Orchestra performing with renowned artists 
such as Dianne Schuur, Ann Hampton - Calloway, The Williams Brothers and 
Petula Clarke.

In 2005, Danny returned to England with his base in Birmingham where he soon 
became involved with the Industry Records Collective. Influenced by his 
developments in latin music, Danny moved on to an electric upright baby bass 
which continues to be his instrument of choice.  Along with his vast experience 
as an all round musician, Danny has had a direct input into the conception of 
´1 Eye´ as a composer and arranger; 

“1 Eye is the culmination of a group which naturally expands upon the boundries 
of musical styles previously unheard of within one genre”. 

Due to this vision, Danny is “delighted to be involved in the Industry Records 
Collective”. 

Paul Bennett began to play the trumpet at the age of 5, taught by his grandfather, 
a professional trumpet player and big band leader. In his early teens Paul became 
a member of the Internationally acclaimed Walsall Jazz Orchestra with whom he 
has recorded a number of albums and toured throughout the USA. At the age of 
18, seduced by his success with WJO, Paul confidently broke onto the professional 
music scene working with a number of respected artists. 

He spent the following 10 years touring with Roy Wood, performing at a host of 
major venues and festivals around the world. During this period, Paul also had 
the opportunity to play with a number of internationally acclaimed artists such as 
Nigel Kennedy, Fairport Convention, Kim Wilde and Jools Holland, appearing on a 
variety of TV and Radio shows.

Paul continued to massage the international scene performing with The Drifters, 
Bad Manners, The Four Tops and Gold Blade. 

Throughout his colourful career, Paul has appeared at the Blue Note Club, Ronnie 
Scott’s, Village Underground and The Royal festival Hall. He has also recorded on a 
variety of successful albums over the years. 

Paul has also formed and directed a number of successful bands, projects and 
musical collaborations. One of his greatest personal achievements is The Solid Soul 
Band, which he formed in 1994 whilst studying for his B.A in Music. More recently, 
Paul has become a bonafied member of the Industry Records Collective, which he 
is “proud to represent”
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Many words are revealed by 

pushing the mysterious 

coloured bricks of 

‘Knowledge’                                

I‛ll have to be very careful what I say here, because it has been suggested that I might be the most boring 
person in the world.  I never used to be boring, but since discovering the amazing potential of the Portable 

Document Format,  it seems I may have evolved into a bit of an ‘Anorak‛.

That said, I reckon I can still have interesting conversations down the pub, with my teenage daughters, 
musicians and even lesser individuals who simply cannot get their heads around computers.

So imagine my delight when I was asked to deliver a presentation in ‘Brum‛, to a forum made up of 

musicians, techies, creatives and music industry ‘gurus‛, telling them all about my ideas for a downloadable 
album, which actually provided something more than just a nebulous track. 

I proceeded to do my pitch via a laptop with a less than adequate processor, and then went to the bar.

Fortunately, amongst the splendid delegates that rushed over to buy me a drink, I met these youthful 
chaps who said “We‛re doin an album mate, and we really liked what you said …  we‛ve got some tracks laid 

down and loads of gig pictures, and you can ‘ave em‛ if you like”.

Well ... from this brief yet eloquent proposition, began a journey into the intriguing world of 1 Eye,                    
the ‘Whiskey Business‛ project, and the creation of this interactive concept album.

I‛m grateful for this opportunity, and it‛s really rewarding to see a brilliant collective of talent,                          
prepared to play many styles, providing great live music and promoting real musicianship.

                                              
     Harry the Fish !

I met the band March 2008.

Hugh the drummer who I knew from a band we were in some years ago gave me a call about a band he was in 
who wanted a video made.

I met the band to see what they had to say and find out what they were about. I went along to the meeting 
feeling 50-50 about the whole thing.

I told them from the start, “I‛m a film maker, I‛m not really interested in doing a music video or pop promo, 
but telling a story, documenting a journey and doing something big” ... even if the budget was not ...
they felt the same.

In that first meeting I could see all the different personalities, colours and culture and knew we shared the 
same aspirations, tenacity and self belief ... so I was in !

I wanted the film to be about them…not just for them, showing all sides, warts and all, a real fly on the wall.

I liked the idea of them building a studio in a cold dark cellar, living in an old messy pub but coming out at the 
end of the journey with a great album and showing their full potential and goals. 

The idea of having the two brothers in the band (Andy and Alek) and documenting their Serbian roots was an 
interesting factor…and really added to the story. Their Mother Rita added a caring, mature and alternative 
voice to the story.

The journey has been very interesting, sometimes tiring and frustrating, ... never boring and always creative.

From being with the band in Cannes on a shoe string budget, chasing flight deadlines and late drunken nights, 
to filming their music, tasting lovely Serbian food and just having a “mad one”  ... its been cool !

I like the band. They remind me of me. I can see a little of myself in all the different personalities. 
We do share the same self beliefs, future successes, ups and downs.

Like Oscar Wilde said….We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking up at the stars.
            ... Dave king
  

1 Eye has developed a unique and unrivalled sound, which has attracted huge 
interest from internationally renowned artists and promoters alike. 
Formed in 2006, the group has already secured dates with ‘UB40‛, 

Beverley Knight, and ‘Toots and the Maytals‛. 

1 Eye has also head lined the UK Surface Unsigned Festival 2007, 
creating a buzz within industry circles as they eagerly anticipate this 

dish of an album, effortlessly infusing a multitude of flavours which can only
be described as rich, moist and decadent.

“Packing the stage with musicians and instruments, Birmingham‛s 1 Eye 
give outstanding performances that further prove what an exciting 

and innovative collective they are.
 

Mixing and blending genres in their own unique style they create a fresh, 
funky sound like no other. Intelligent, soulful lyrics and a truly impressive sound 

these guys can‛t be recommended enough for anyone who loves music. 
With outstanding performance, they bring all the elements 

together flawlessly and create an unrivalled atmosphere 
onstage and in the crowd alike”. 

Steve Hudyba  ... BBC
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